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January 18, 2021

Memorandum Of Understanding (MOU) 21-01

UPA 8-D-2 Bidding Freeze
UPA 8-7-C Approval

 
UPA 8-D-2 Bidding Freeze
 
For the many pilots who were displaced since last summer, their displacement award
does not have a freeze, per the United Pilot Agreement (UPA). However, Section 8-D-2
of the UPA imposes a “Bidding Freeze” for pilots awarded subsequent vacancy bids to
positions in the same or lower equipment bands (see UPA 8-D-1 for equipment bands)
which would apply to many of these pilots.
 
With the recent opening of vacancy bid 21-06V, many displaced pilots are able to
return to their pre-displacement categories, which was one of the goals of LOA 20-05.
Because a Bidding Freeze may otherwise be a deterrent to the goal of returning pilots
to their pre-displacement positions, this MOU eliminates that deterrent while LOA 20-
05 is in effect.
 
Under the MOU provisions, pilots displaced in 20-07D through 21-01D who are awarded
a vacancy bid back to any of their pre-displacement categories and who were qualified
in the old seat within 34 months will not be subject to a Section 8-D-2 Bidding Freeze.
This will apply to any vacancy bid, including 21-04V, while LOA 20-05 is in effect.
 

Example: DEN 320CA is displaced in 20-08D and elects 737CA. A subsequent
vacancy is available back to DEN 320CA, but if awarded the pilot would incur a
Bidding Freeze, whether or not the pilot has been trained yet on the 737. This
bidding freeze would restrict the pilot from being eligible for subsequent
vacancies, with a few limited exceptions. This MOU prevents that Bidding Freeze
from being incurred, as long as the pilot was qualified in the old seat within 34
months; this ensures the pilot is eligible for a requal course rather than an initial
qual course.

 
 
UPA 8-7-C Approval
As a result of LOA 20-05 and having all of our pilots available, the Company has
indicated they intend to reopen some of the closed categories from last summer in
anticipation of flying returning in 2022. (The categories closed last summer were
DCA756, DCA777, IAH777, LAX756, and SFO756).
 
In order to advertise those vacancies as early as possible and allow pilots to make
informed decisions, this MOU allows the Company to post vacancy bids to only these
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categories more than six months prior to the effective date. This codifies the required
concurrence in UPA Section 8-C-7 and aligns with the goal of returning pilots to their
pre-displacement positions.
 

Respectfully,
 
First Officer Jeff Brown 
Captain Dan Fandrei 
First Officer Adrian Rivero
 
UAL MEC Negotiating Committee
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